The Bosom Friend
Juha-Pekka Koskinen, translation: Liisa Rantalaiho

I
Maria had never liked my aunt. She couldn’t understand the
family’s complicated way of dividing or not dividing the inheritance. My wife thought the big manor was going to waste in
Sarah’s gnarled ﬁngers.
“Whatever does a single person need fourteen rooms for?
What’s she growing there, dust bunnies?”
At the time Marcus had died there’d been whispers about
my aunt going to jail, and Maria had followed the proceedings
with an excessive interest.
“If that happens, won’t she be declared incompetent, and
you’ll get her property?”
“No, I won’t. I’ll inherit her only if she dies unmarried and
childless.”
“Well, she’s deﬁnitely not going to have children anymore.”
The snort was full of a winner’s scorn. We had ﬁve children
ourselves. In a house with fourteen rooms their pressure might
have levelled to under ﬂashpoint. No danger of that in a fourroom apartment.
“She might adopt somebody. Or remarry,” I never forgot to
remind her.
Although Maria was not my aunt’s bosom friend, I used to
visit my aunt, seldom but regularly. As I was standing behind
her door on a May morning, I realised that I hadn’t seen her
since the funeral. There, she had remained standing by Marcus’ coﬃn, with an already withered wreath in her hands.
“Hi, Sarah. How are you?”
She stared at me for a long while. Her eyes felt like rays
on sunburnt skin. No wonder that Superintendent Wolf had
demanded an autopsy on Marcus. No poison is equal to the
decades of curdled love between a married couple.
“Come in,” she growled, ﬁnally.
I took oﬀ my hat and entered the manor of Aunt Sarah.
The might of my family still lingered there like faint morning
dew. Of the fourteen rooms only three were in use. The rest of
them Sarah had locked up to prevent dust from spreading.
She sat by the kitchen table and lifted her hand as if smoking a cigarette. Instead of a ﬁlter, she put the nail of her index
ﬁnger in her mouth and started chewing it.
“How are you, Daniel?”
“Thanks, I’m ﬁne. The factory is doing well. We have developed a new vacuum cleaner.”
Sarah stopped chewing her ﬁngernail. She turned her
roving eyes to me. Only now did I notice that her hair had
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turned grey.
“Did you say a vacuum cleaner?”
“Yes, I did.”
Of course she was interested. Dust was the only thing
that roused any emotions in her. She’d been ﬁghting dust for
decades.
“I’m glad you came to visit your old aunt,” Sarah said and
grasped my sleeve with her bony ﬁngers.
Quickly she told me all the thoughts she’d been brooding
on in her lonely moments. Marcus was dead. There were no
kids. The house was empty, only the dust seemed to proliferate.
“Have you ever really looked by sunlight at how much
dust there’s settled on the books?” she asked, staring at me
with her dark eyes.
“Yes, I have indeed, and that’s why I’ve come ﬁrst precisely to you, to tell the happy news.”
Mother had told me how Sarah had abhorred dust since
she was a kid. She’d washed the ﬂoors, wiped all horizontal
surfaces with a damp cloth and sealed her dolls in plastic
bags. She’d always worn white gloves so she could sweep and
check picture frames, behind radiators and under couches.
As she grew older, she didn’t need the gloves any more. She
could smell the dust out.
In the evening when I, tired out by the visit, sat upon a
plastic racing car on the home couch and stepped my foot
on a half-eaten sandwich, Maria came to sit by me.
“Did your aunt take the PARPA?”
“No. She almost glared me to death when I dared as
much as suggest it.”
Maria moved impatiently and glowered at me. My cheeks
started burning.
“Why? That’s a damn expensive thingamajig and you’d
have given it to that skinﬂint for nothing!” she cried and
marched oﬀ, thumping her heels on the ﬂoor.
“She thought it was an insult that I tried to foist a machine on her as a speaking pal.”
And after saying that, I felt I’d been greatly wronged by
my aunt. The bitter lassitude of disappointment soon lulled
me to sleep.
I dreamed how Marcus was brushing his big beard and
looking at how my light-sensitive miniature robots were
scuttling after a sunray in the manor library. He smiled at

II
PARPA was just about Sarah’s size. It was a humanlike robot
but it didn’t look human. Our research results had shown that
at a certain point, a humanlike appearance in robots made
them repulsive to the users. A robot ought to be a robot. However, I had made PARPA an exterior skin to make it pass as a
human, but I kept the latex skin locked up in the factory.
I couldn’t help being excited. I explained to Sarah how 95
percent of house dust comes from human skin. A single person
shed daily enough dead cells for PARPA to function with their
energy.
”So it eats dust to keep going?” Sarah asked.
I saw a shudder pass through her thin body. Whether it was
a wave of disgust or orgasmic pleasure, I could not tell.
“Yes, it does. And that’s not all. It is a perfect companion.
It can cook coﬀee or tea. It knows how to do all kinds of little
chores. And what is best, it can converse intelligently. With
this remote control you can turn PARPA oﬀ. However, you
need never do that, for PARPA will soon adopt your diurnal
rhythm. It will sleep and stay awake when you do. If you loose
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me and patted my hair. Then he gave me a briefcase full of
money and told me to start a factory. Suddenly, the library
went dark. The sunlit wedge turned grey. Dust swirled ever
faster in the air. Marcus started coughing and his face turned
red. I looked down and saw how enormous dust bunnies were
gripping my feet. They bit my calves. I woke up to my phone
ringing.
”Carp,” I wheezed into the phone without the sense to
check who was calling.
“Daniel, I’ve been thinking about it. How much dust can
that machine of yours eat?”
“What? What machine?”
”That machine of yours,” Sarah snarled and drove the
dream ghosts oﬀ my brain.
“Just any amount. It’s able to store the extra energy in its
batteries. Or convert it to heat, or even light. The amount of
dust is no problem,” I explained quickly and wiped the drool
oﬀ the side of my mouth.
“Would it eat other thrash, too? Dust mites, sand grains,
bits of thread?”
“Yes. What the PARPA is unable to disintegrate, it compresses to small cubes and takes them to a dustbin by itself.”
Silence descended on the line. In my mind I saw a phone
cable, and a click already travelling to my ears along it.
“Bring that PARPA of yours to me tomorrow at seven
o’clock,” my aunt said.
I didn’t even have time to say thank you when she hung up
on me, without waiting for my answer.

or break the remote, I’ve got a spare.”
“I do not break things. And robots don’t sleep,” Sarah
said.
She stared at PARPA’s copper-coloured head where two
artiﬁcial eyes were dimly glowing.
“Well, yes, that’s true in a way,” I admitted.
“How does it work?”
I explained quickly a few technical details of how ingeniously the mitochondrialike microgenerators transformed
ﬂuﬀ into energy.
“How does it eat dust? That’s what I want to know,”
Sarah snapped.
“Like this,” I said and turned PARPA on, without mentioning anything about the autodidactic matrix programme
or other obviously useless ﬁner points.
The robot buzzed gently and looked at Sarah. Then, very
slowly, it stretched its paw. My forehead started sweating.
Sarah lifted her hand carefully and put it in PARPA’s paw.
Calmly, they shook hands. PARPA did not crush hands like
its predecessor.
“Nice to meet you. My name is PARPA. What is your
name?”
“Sarah.”
“Nice to meet you, Sarah. May I clean up here?”
“You are welcome,” Sarah said.
PARPA bent down to the ﬂoor like a Moslem preparing
for prayer. Then it swept the carpet with its hand and analyzed the dust composition in a few seconds. I could have
told several exciting details to Sarah, but I knew that was
no good. My heart felt sore when I realized how much I
missed Marcus’ curiosity.
“Well? Is it going to vacuum the dust or not?” Sarah
demanded, impatient.
”Yes, thank you,” PARPA answered and got up.
It took out of its arm casing a small tube with a broad
nozzle. Then it simply pulled the tube out, put its other
end in its mouth and started sucking. The nozzle passed
back and forth on the ﬂoor and the light blue carpet beca-
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me slightly darker.
“Isn’t it great,” I chuckled.
Sarah stared at the carpet that was regaining its bright colours, relieved of dust. PARPA’s footprints could be discerned
in the thick ﬂuﬀ as dark patches. She turned to look at me
with her knitting-needle eyes.
“It may stay here. If it proves good, I’ll buy it.”
“It’s a present, Aunt Sarah. You don’t have to pay anything
for it,” I stammered, embarrassed.
“If it works, I’m going to pay full price for it. I do not want
to owe anybody.”
I nodded. I felt blood swelling my earlobes and making
them glow red. I collected my stuﬀ and crept quietly out.

III
Next week I never once visited my aunt. Although Maria poked my side and told me to keep family relations warm, I just
moped my evenings on the couch and didn’t budge anywhere.
As the phone ﬁnally rang and I heard Sarah’s creaking voice,
I expected some kind of praise for my ingenuity.
“You’d better come and look at that contraption of yours.
There seems to be something wrong with it.”
I left immediately, though the evening was already late. My
forehead was sweating as I seized the clammy door knocker.
Sarah opened the door. She didn’t say a word, just marched
ahead of me to the parlour. From the corner of my eyes I
could see that the formerly locked doors were now ajar.
“What’s the matter with it? Isn’t it cleaning up properly?”
“It cleans up very well,” Sarah said dryly.
That was all the recognition she was going to give anybody,
be it even Alexander the Great returning from his world conquest.
“Does it, indeed? Well, that’s ﬁne, then,” I spluttered happily.
Sarah kept staring at me. Her wrinkled hands hung by the
thin wrists like two rotten apples. Every nail had been chewed
to stumps. My forehead was sweating again and a cold drop
was running under the side of my arm. The sunlight was dimming and shadows grew.
”Come with me,” she said.
Sarah lifted her thin ﬁnger on her bloodless lips and squeezed my arm so I understood to keep silence. We crept towards
the hall like two Indians. There was not a sound in the house,
except PARPA’s distant humming. I tried to ask Sarah what
this all meant, but she sensed my mouth was opening and
looked at me with eyes blazing. I got the message.
We stopped by the half-open guest room door. Sarah
pointed me to the hinge side of the door and jabbed her ﬁnger
towards the room. I pressed my eye to the tiny chink between
the door and the frame. I saw PARPA vacuuming dust from
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over the skirting. Frowning, I turned to look at Sarah, who
turned my face back to the room with her wrinkled hands.
Her touch sent a cold shiver down my back.
With sore eyes I gaped into the room. PARPA vacuumed
the bed. It vacuumed under the bed. It vacuumed over the
lamp shade. Then it nabbed a spider in its nimble ﬁngers
and ate it.
Sarah grabbed my ear and drew me oﬀ after herself. Only
when we got to the parlour did she let go of my ear and
looked at me, arms akimbo.
“It ate a spider,” she said, emphasizing her words in a
nasty way.
“PARPA can also eat silverﬁsh and ﬂies,” I explained patiently. “It can destroy insect pests. They have lots of energy.”
“Eating is not destroying.”
“Isn’t it? Well, if eating bothers you, I can tell PARPA to
smash up the insects ﬁrst and vacuum the remains.”
“No, let it be.”
Sarah put her hand on my arm and I felt she was sucking
warmth into herself. She looked past me at the empty corridor.
“I talked with it yesterday. I told about Marcus and how
we never had children.”
Loneliness was positively oozing out of her. I blinked to
see clearly.
“You can talk to PARPA. It understands speech,” I said
lamely.
I said nothing about how PARPA recorded all sounds it
heard into its ﬁles. It could analyze human voice and distinguish emotional tones in it. That’s what it did in the dark
hours of the night, to become more empathetic day by day.
“It’s still nothing but a machine,” Sarah said.
She squeezed my arm and let go. Her eyes ﬂashed, and
for a while I thought it had been a big mistake to give her
PARPA.
“It’s more than a machine,” I said calmly.
“It’s a vacuum cleaner, Daniel. You ought to by now at
least be able to tell machines from people.”
This time, Aunt Sarah did not see me out.

IV
During the next weeks Maria kept persistently watching
me. Each day she asked how Sarah was doing. When I had
nothing to tell her, she started fretting.
“You’ve given your aunt an enormously expensive present
and she hasn’t even said thank you,” Maria snorted.
“I didn’t give her PARPA to be praised for it.”
“Well why did you give it, then? So that no black-bearded
male would push himself into your aunt’s life and deprive
you of inheritance?”

“Of course not! Though PARPA is an extremely ﬁne robot,
it’s no substitute for human interaction. It isn’t capable of all
the nastiness of humans. It’s better company than any human.”
“It has replaced you, anyway. Your aunt hasn’t bothered to
phone you for ages.”
“I’m sincerely happy if she’s ﬁnding PARPA good company,” I said, to end the conversation.
Next night the phone started ringing. Maria poked her
elbow between my ribs and buried herself underneath the pillows and blankets. It was Sarah. In some creepy way I felt that
with her talk Maria had hexed my aunt to phone me.
“Come here at once, Daniel.”
That’s all she said. I stepped on the ﬂoor with sweaty feet
and grabbed my clothes. I crept out of the bedroom with the
bunch of clothes and closed the door. Just as carefully I closed
the doors to the kid’s rooms so that nobody would wake up
because of me. I dressed and went out into the stiﬂing night.
After ten minutes walk I was there.
The moon lay over the manor roof, looking huge and
blood-tinged. Not a single window was lighted. The hedge
was black like the Styx. Gravel rattled timidly under my feet. I
wasn’t quite sure whether I had actually woken up. It was just
the kind of night when heat makes you think you could sleep
on the streets. I stopped by the front door and drew my breath. At the same moment Sarah opened the door. “Come in,
Daniel,” she rasped and drew me by my wrist into the entrance
hall.
The hall was dark. Only moonlight reﬂected strangely in
Sarah’s eyes and made them glow. She was wearing a black
nightie.
“It’s going to kill me.”
“Who?”
“That machine of yours.”
“That cannot be true. PARPA was tested for a whole year. It
worked perfectly. It was more perfect than a human. Cannonballs dropped from the tower of Pisa would rise upwards before PARPA does anything violent,” I gasped, ﬂabbergasted.
Sarah did not believe my explanations. She walked me into
her stuﬀy bedroom and pushed me inside the wardrobe, between clothes smelling of mothballs. The feel of her clothes irritated my skin. She herself reclined on the bed, as if sleeping.
The manor house was creaking as old wooden buildings
usually do. The silence of the wardrobe hummed in my ears.
Through the chink between the doors I saw on the bed a heap
that I wouldn’t have recognized as human. My skin was itching, and I imagined that bugs nesting in Sarah’s clothes were
eagerly welcoming my fresh blood.
Just as I was ready to end the stupid game, PARPA appeared by the bedroom door. Now it kept moving gracefully
like a human, for in the darkness of the night there was no
cause to play a clumsy robot. It stopped by Sarah’s bed and

looked at my sleeping aunt. It was watching Sarah’s pretended sleep like a vulture.
Sarah didn’t stir, though PARPA caught her withered
hand. I saw metal glint in the pale moonlight. My heart
was beating so hard I feared the wardrobe would break
apart. Just as I was preparing to rush out of the wardrobe,
I realized PARPA was cutting Sarah’s ﬁngernails, nothing
more.
After an eternity, PARPA left. It stroked Sarah’s grey hair
and glided out of the room. I heard the house creak after
it, and somewhere, a door slammed. I rushed out of the
wardrobe and scrubbed furiously at my arms, as if shaking
ants oﬀ my skin.
“Did you see it?” Sarah said and jerked herself up.
“Yes, I did. It cut your ﬁngernails; that’s all.”
Sarah gave a dry chortle. It sounded like the ﬁrst cry of
a baby crow.
“It was supposed to suck dust, not me.”
“It’s minding you,” I explained coolly. “Nail biting is not
a particularly nice habit. It’s cutting your ﬁngernails so you
wouldn’t chew them.”
It sounded like a good explanation even to me. Of course, I had not programmed anything like that in PARPA,
but it was capable of learning, after all. It was wiser than its
creator.
“Maybe there’s something wrong with its batteries. It
needs more energy than you have calculated. It eats my
ﬁngernails. And in the end it’s going to suck me dry like
milkshake. Daniel, you want me to be eaten.”
”Of course I don’t,” I snorted.
Sarah examined her ﬁngernails and brushed at the clean
bed sheet. She didn’t look frightened. Not even while she
lived alone in a vast house with a machine eating dust and
ﬁngernails.
“It’s been eating my ﬁngernails every third day,” she said,
absent-mindedly.
“Would you like me to forbid it to do that? PARPA does
obey commands. You can forbid it yourself.”
“No. Let it do what it wants. You sent it to me yourself,
Daniel.”
That was her decision, and there was no more discussion. So I crept back home in the darkness of the night and
dived to Maria’s side. It took until the early hours before I
fell asleep and had nightmares up to the wake-up alarm.

V
Sarah no longer asked me to visit. She did phone me, however, at the most irregular hours, but did not ask me to
look at PARPA’s doings. She just reported them.
“It vacuums my bed in a diﬀerent way than the ﬂoors.”
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“What do you mean diﬀerent?”
“I can tell by the sound of the vacuuming.”
Or:
“It’s cut my hair on the sly.”
“Are you sure?”
“Hair grows a centimetre per month. Mine’s been the same
length three months.”
“Sarah, you can forbid it to do that. You can shut it oﬀ.”
“I want to know where all this is leading. I’ve given it some
of my own clothes. It’s quite pretty,” she purred and closed the
connection.
I ought to have gone and taken PARPA away. It had been
a mistake, on the whole, to take it to Aunt Sarah. But I didn’t
have the heart to do it. I heard in her voice how excited she
was. PARPA lived in the guest room. It cooked and weeded
the ﬂowerbeds. It did everything like a real human, except its
nightly doings. I knew PARPA would not harm anybody. I
thought I knew.
The hot days of summer were cooling and the leaves started
turning yellow in the trees. Maria studied my pale face anxiously but asked nothing about Sarah’s strange phone calls.
A couple of times she even visited the factory; that had not
happened since I’d persuaded her to see PARPA’s ﬁrst revival.
She sat on the corner of my working desk and looked vaguely
around.
“Aren’t these contraptions dangerous? Even a dishwasher
may catch ﬁre and these machines have all kinds of whatever
inside them,” she said, pensively.
I did not like the tone of her voice. After ﬁfteen years of
marriage I knew its every timbre. In the same tone she had
asked whether the brakes of our age-old car shouldn’t be
checked. The very next day I had crashed to the wall on the
parking lot. I did not answer her.
“I wouldn’t like to see you charged with murder on the day
you inherit the manor. Accidents happen, but I would hardly
feel comfortable in your family manor without you,” Maria
added.
She never argued with me. That afternoon, too, she just left
me alone in my working room and went to fetch the smallest
children from the kindergarten. Whereas I sat down, for my
knees had started shaking.
Was it possible that I had planned everything in my deep
unconscious mind? Had I began to covet the inheritance
during the years to the extent that I deigned to endanger my
aunt’s life? Had I started being so afraid of losing the inheritance that I wished to push people oﬀ from her life, giving her
a machine that would cure her loneliness as tenderly as the
Siberian winter made water stay in a sieve?
Once more I went through the recesses of PARPA’s titanium soul. With sore eyes I studied the numbers, drove through
test codes and checked them by pen and paper. I tried to ﬁnd
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what kind of ergot I’d sown into the depths of the robot’s
angel soul to make it cut oﬀ pieces of my aunt. First hair and
ﬁngernails. Next… well, what?
It was late at night when I closed the door of my working
room behind me. My shirt was wet of sweat and the wind
blowing on the streets made my teeth rattle. Red and black
dots were dancing in front of my eyes. I had found nothing.
Absolutely nothing. There was nothing to ﬁnd.
At home I clambered by Maria and fell instantly asleep.
I dreamed of PARPA who crept into Sarah’s bedroom in the
dusk of the manor. It sat on the bedside, cut my aunt’s ﬁngernails and toenails and ate them. Then it shaved her head
bald and ate the grey pile of hair that looked like mummiﬁed candy ﬂoss. It plucked oﬀ the hairs in her brows one by
one and put them into its mouth like French fries. The same
with her nose hairs. When it ran out of hairs, PARPA put
the sucking tube into its mouth.
There was a ringing sound somewhere but I couldn’t get
up from the dream’s torturous grave. I heard how PARPA’s
vacuum function turned on. I saw how the tube stretched
the wrinkled jaw skin and detached the white, ﬂaked-oﬀ
bits of skin. There was a rattle when a dribble straying in the
corner of my aunt’s mouth disappeared into the cleaner. The
tube glided towards the nose, brieﬂy visited the nostril and
returned.
In my dream I shouted soundlessly, but Sarah did not
wake up. The tube glided slowly on the skin of her cheek
and left a red line after it. It approached the eye, grabbed the
lower eyelid along with it and stretched it so that the white
eyeball glinted, disgustingly. And at the very moment Sarah
blinked her eyes open, PARPA’s tube met the tender surface
of the cornea and ripped it into its oriﬁce like a lace doily oﬀ
a crystal ball. There was an audible rumbling and gurgling.
My aunt started screaming. She had my voice.
I woke up to the sound of my phone.

VI
I got to the manor in ﬁve minutes. After my dream I was already sweating, so running was no trouble. The extra remote
for PARPA that I’d thrust in my breast pocket kept battering
my sternum. Feverishly I tried to interpret the curious voices
I’d heard in the phone, but my brain refused to function.
The fault might be in the artiﬁcial mitochondria. If they
didn’t produce enough energy, PARPA might be in a constant thirst-like state. And anybody who’s had to abstain from
drinking for a lengthy while knows that if anything can drive a human crazy it’s thirst. It was a brilliant theory. I ought
to have thought of it a little sooner.
I rushed past the hedge to the manor yard and my heart
felt like stopping. Every single window was lighted, enough

that one might even have read in the garden. I saw a shadow
ﬂeeting by the kitchen window. I leapt to the front door and
pulled at the door handle. Of course the door was locked. I
took a few steps back and let my heart calm down a bit.
There could be nothing wrong with Sarah. I’d had a nightmare, that’s all. Perhaps even Sarah’s alarmed phone call had
been just a dream. Perhaps all the lights were burning just
because Sarah wished to admire her dustless rooms in the middle of the night.
I knocked on the door. Nobody came to open it. I moved
to the hall window and pressed my nose against the glass. It
was clean and quiet inside. I skipped from window to window,
vandalizing the marigolds in the ﬂowerbeds with my feet. On
each windowpane I left a greasy smudge with my nose. The
last room downstairs was the guest room, PARPA’s room. That
was not empty.
Sarah lay on her stomach on the ﬂoor. Her nightie was
peculiarly wrinkled at the neck. I had time to wonder at the
smallness of her head before I realized that there could be no
head under that bundle, neither small nor big. I squeezed my
cheek to the glass and saw the grey well-cut hair under the
desk. Sarah’s eyes were half-open. Two white lines were visible
between the eyelids.
My stomach turned and I threw up on my shoes. I puked
so many times that ﬁnally even my nose was leaking gall. It
burned enough to draw tears to my eyes. When at last I felt
capable of standing up, I ﬁshed PARPA’s remote control out
of my pocket. Where ever it was, it would soon be exactly as
lifeless as my aunt. I turned the power oﬀ. The remote received
a roger from PARPA.
I called the police. In a sick way I consoled myself with the
thought that at least PARPA had not sucked my aunt’s eyes
oﬀ her head as in my dream. I forced myself to look into the
room again, but the eyelids of the severed head had closed and
I could no longer see the whites.
I felt cold. During the few moments from my call to the
arrival of Superintendent Wolf and his men, my teeth were
rattling although it was a warm fall night. A frightened rabbit’s
heart beat in my breast, but my brain was ticking like a
mechanic computer in spite of my horror.
I had made no mistake with PARPA. I felt completely sure
about that. Maria had visited the factory, not often but sometimes. Of course she had free access to my room. Wasn’t she
the one to covet the manor above all? Even a tiny change in
PARPA’s memory card might have the eﬀect an infarction has
in human brain. Accidents happen, that’s what Maria had said.
Or had I myself caused an accident, steered by my wife’s will?
The thought sunk into the depths of my soul as the wail of
sirens ﬁlled the courtyard.
Wolf wasted no time by peeping through the windows.
I explained the situation brieﬂy, and by then the police had

already forced the door open. It was rending my heart to
see how the old hinges tore oﬀ the ancient wood.
“I have disconnected PARPA. It’s now harmless,” I stuttered hoarsely.
“Shouldn’t the thingy have been harmless to begin
with?” Wolf growled and took his pistol oﬀ the holster.
One of his men went towards the guest room. I followed
Wolf, who crept towards the kitchen.
“It’s a very complex robot. There’s no reason to harm it
or the estate property unnecessarily.”
He looked at me strangely and was going to say something, when we heard a bump in the kitchen. With shaking
hands I caught the remote and shoved it forward like a
priest performing exorcism with a cross.
“It…it did roger the turning oﬀ,” I spluttered.
What happened, happened very fast. I pushed my remote, thumb white, and each time the red light signalled that
PARPA had been disconnected. Wolf turned to the kitchen
door and I heard something moving there, though that
should not have been possible. I big knife glided to our
view like a zeppelin. Gunpowder puﬀed out of the pistol’s
pipe. A few sparks ﬂew in the air. I swear I saw the bullet
disengage from the embrace of the pipe. It passed the knife
ﬂoating in the air so slowly I saw its reﬂection on the steel
surface.
“DON’T YOU COME AND BRING DUST INTO
MY ROOMS!”
The sound of the shot blocked my ears. A clean hole appeared in Sarah’s head and something splashed on the back
wall. I thought there had, actually, been too little blood.
Then everything went dark.

VII
I had listened to the recording a couple of times. Being in
a clink has the beneﬁt of always having time enough. I was
thankful that Wolf had let me have PARPA’s recordings
while I was under arrest.
“I’m so damn lonely,” Sarah said.
“But you have PARP-A,” PARPA answered.
“You are a machine. I want to have company that’s like
myself. Someone who doesn’t mess up places. Just as clean
as myself.”
“PARP-A will clean up.”
“You are the best vacuum cleaner I’ve ever had. It was
diﬀerent with Marcus. He had a beard that made an absolute nest for dust.”
That was true. Sometimes, Marcus’ superb beard had
even contained dried-up sauce.
The humming of a motor could be heard in my earphone. PARPA had recorded its own vacuuming process almost
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about ﬁve minutes. Then there was an indistinct bump,
followed by strange rustle. The windowpane clinked. Somebody was throwing up, long and fervently. Then – nothing
any more.
I don’t know whether I felt sorry for that the next night,
on the brink of losing my mind, I’d caused such a frightful
domestic row that the police had to come and take me away
to calm me down. Or that Superintendent Wolf did not
believe I had not realized the bloodless corpse belonged to
the robot, and suspected me of having led him to shoot my
aunt with malice aforethought. I might also have been sorry
for that my humble, dear PARPA had bowed its neck under
the axe, never believing any evil of my aunt; or that the neuro-spine I’d constructed had not prevented short-circuiting
like I’d thought.
Or perhaps I was grieving for that PARPA had presented
itself as Sarah, when it called me by the phone integrated
into its brain. That must be it. I shed a few salty tears just
because of that: when the last peaks of current were cruising
in PARPA’s head, it had been sure I would not go out into
the night for the sake of a robot. I’d never have believed that
some day I’d be sighing heavily of ﬁnding out that under
duress, even a robot learns to lie like a human.
During the last day of my arrest, I wrote to Maria that
she should buy a new, hefty front door to the manor house.
The police had no evidence against me. I’d soon be free, but
I’d already become accustomed to sleeping behind proper
lock and key.
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as often as Sarah’s endless outpouring of her loneliness. I skipped forward. Weeks and months. The same discussion about
loneliness, the same longing for a perfect friend. I remembered
how Sarah had peeked behind my shoulder when I’d visited
her to tell about PARPA. What had been behind my back was
a mirror.
The ﬁnal half-hour. I stared at the numbers rolling on the
display. I was waiting for the numbers 29:42. That’s where it
started, or ended, whatever.
“By God!” Sarah cried. ”What the hell do you think you
are doing?”
“This way you will not feel lonely,” PARPA said, with
Sarah’s voice.
“Nobody can be me!”
“PARP-A can be anybody.”
“So you have never eaten my ﬁngernails? Nor my hair? Nor
my dandruﬀ? You damn well built yourself a skin oﬀ my skin!”
“Now you need not be alone,” PARPA said.
I could imagine how the tin of its processors softened out
of pleasure. It was carrying out its conviction as a titanium
angel and its metal cells were shivering of pleasure. Sparing
no pains, it had collected each dead cell fallen oﬀ Sarah and
woven itself out of them the only exterior that could possibly
please my aunt. It had changed to my aunt so that her lifelong
wish would come true.
“And you shit of a machine actually thought you were
being funny? Or did Daniel tell you to drive me crazy?”
“PARP-A wanted that you would not be alone.”
“Like hell you wanted, sucker! Wait here!”
There was some indistinct clatter on the tape. Sarah rushed
to get the axe she kept in the shed on the backyard. And PARPA waited, for it was programmed to obey.
“On your knees!”
There was a muted rustle as PARPA kneeled. It was wearing
Sarah’s dark nightie. I don’t know whether it was capable of
enjoying the pleasure of wearing a dress. I wished it might
have.
“Marcus got to sniﬀ dried ﬂy agaric but you’re going to get
a taste of axe! There’s only one I and that’s me! Eat dust!”
On the ﬁrst time, the clang had made me wince. How very
hard a woman could strike when she’d been dried up by life.
The titanium joints broke apart and PARPA’ body was shortcircuited by a jolt that certainly measured up to the frying
dose given to the condemned in the electric chair. There was
a moment’s silence, and then PARPA made its last phone call.
Its head was still capable of independent function for a while,
although the energy batteries were located in its body. In the
situation its current should deﬁnitely not have been cut oﬀ.
Somebody answered the phone in a sleepy voice. The line
went oﬀ and it was quiet. The creaking of Sarah’s steps sounded distant like a far-away thunderstorm. The silence lasted
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